Vocal expressions of emotions follow simple rules to encode the inner state of the caller into acoustic parameters, not just within species, but also in cross-species communication. Humans use these structural rules to attribute emotions to dog vocalizations, especially to barks, which match with their contexts. In contrast, humans were found to be unable to differentiate between playful and threatening growls, probably because single growls’ aggression level was assessed based on acoustic size cues. To resolve this contradiction, we played back natural growl bouts from three social contexts (food guarding, threatening and playing) to humans, who had to rate the emotional load and guess the context of the playbacks. Listeners attributed emotions to growls according to their social contexts. Within threatening and playful contexts, bouts with shorter, slower pulsing growls and showing smaller apparent body size were rated to be less aggressive and fearful, but more playful and happy. Participants associated the correct contexts with the growls above chance. Moreover, women and participants experienced with dogs scored higher in this task. Our results indicate that dogs may communicate honestly their size and inner state in a serious contest situation, while manipulatively in more uncertain defensive and playful contexts.

1. Introduction

During social interactions, both humans and non-human animals use various communicative signals to express their inner states. The way in which emotions are reflected in the acoustic structure of calls is best described by the Source-Filter Framework (for detailed review see [1]). In short, the specific changes in the brain due to emotional states can affect the neural control over the muscle movements involved in voice production in the larynx and the vocal tract, and these changes modify certain acoustic parameters of the produced calls [2]. On the one hand, these
parameters can be source-related when the respiration or the phonation system is affected, causing changes in the amplitude, the call duration and the fundamental frequency. On the other hand, they can be filter-related due to the modification of the length or shape of the vocal tract affecting the spectral energy distribution in the sound, creating, for example, formant frequencies. Of these prominent frequency band position and distribution across the spectrum depends mainly on the length of the vocal tract, thus the so-called formant dispersion acts like an important indexical cue in communication [3].

A growing body of evidence suggests that in humans, specific brain regions are involved in processing these emotion-expressing vocalizations that are different from those that are responsible for speech perception [4,5]. Belin et al. found that the same brain centres are responsible for the processing of animal (cat and rhesus macaque) and human non-verbal vocalizations with a negative valence [6]. Moreover, our recent fMRI study showed that in dogs and humans, similar brain regions are involved in processing the emotional load of non-verbal vocal expressions [7], suggesting that the neurological processes of extracting emotional information from the acoustic structure of calls is shared among mammals.

Based on this we can assume that acoustic emotion recognition can work not only within species, but also in interspecific communication. Indeed, numerous studies have found several examples of adequate reactions to heterospecific alarm calls (e.g. ground squirrels [8]; mongooses [9]; sifaka and lemur [10]) or distress vocalizations [11]. Humans are also able to use these acoustic features to assess the inner state and decipher the contexts of non-human vocalizations (calls of macaques: [12]; pigs: [13,14]; dogs: [15]). Some results suggest that this recognition is affected by the experience level of the individual with the vocalizing species (e.g. domestic cats: [16,17], pigs: [18]). Scheumann et al. compared the emotion assessment performance of humans on human infant, chimpanzee, dog and tree shrew affiliative and aggressive calls, and found that familiarity with the given species strongly affected the context recognition success [19]. By contrast, in studies on dog barks, humans recognized most of the contexts above chance and their performance was only minimally affected by their experiences [15,20,21]. Furthermore, in the case of a wide range of dog and human non-verbal vocalizations, human participants used the same basic acoustic rules to assess the emotional load of the calls independently from the caller’s species: shorter calls were associated with positive valence, while higher-pitched calls were rated as emotionally more intense [22].

Dog vocalizations are especially interesting when studying cross-species emotional communication, because of the long-shared history of the two species [23] and the possible effects of human selection on the vocal repertoire of dogs [24]. While barks seem to have become diversified contextually and acoustically over the course of domestication, growls seem to be less affected, as they are mostly used in similar contexts in dogs and their closest wild relatives [25]. Growls are effective in close distance communication and are emitted in both agonistic and playful contexts [26]. While the intraspecific communicative role of dog growls has already been tested (context: [27]; body size: [28–30]), our communicative role of dog growls has already been tested (context: [27]; body size: [28–30]), our knowledge about the possible information of growls in dog–human communication is still sparse compared with that of barks. Taylor et al. [31,32] found that both fundamental frequency ($f_0$) and formant dispersion (dF) convey size and inner-state information for humans: dogs emitting growls with lower $f_0$ and closer formants were rated as being larger and more aggressive. Interestingly, it was also found that humans were unable to differentiate between the context of single, isolated growls originating from playful and aggressive situations [33]. Additionally, they found that using resynthesized bouts of growls with inter-growl intervals (IGI) manipulated to reflect typical growling rates in play or aggression contexts instead of single isolated growls, improved the listeners’ recognition success. However, the length of the individual growls in the sequence was restricted to 1.2 s, which is shorter than average aggressive and longer than average playful growls. These results suggest that the natural temporal structure of these vocalizations play an important role in encoding the emotional state of the dogs.

Based on the above-mentioned results with growls and barks [15,34], we hypothesize that besides the source- and filter-related parameters, temporal patterns (call length, pulse) of repetitive vocalizations play a crucial role in encoding affective and contextual content. Thus, we aimed to explore whether humans recognize the context of natural (with unmodified frequency and time structure) growl sequences, and how they rate the inner state of dogs based on their growls. We used three contexts, a playful and threatening context (used by Taylor et al. [33]), and an additional food-guarding context. We asked the participants to rate the inner state of the dogs, not just on the playfulness and aggressiveness scales, but also on three other emotional scales (fear, despair and happiness), that had been previously used to rate dog barks (see [15]).

We assume that within the three types of growls (food guarding, threatening and play) the IGI and growl length will affect the ratings of positive valence, namely shorter and fast pulsing growls will be rated as more playful and happy [22], while lower pitch and formant dispersion will be associated with
higher aggression, lower fearfulness and despair [33]. We hypothesize that using these features, humans can attribute inner states to these natural growl sequences (in contrast with single growls) and they are able to recognize correctly their contexts. Moreover, based on the higher sensitivity of women to emotional stimuli (e.g. [35]) and earlier ambiguous findings on the possible influence of experience on recognition success, the effect of participants’ gender and dog experience was also examined.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Forty adult humans participated in our experiment (14 males and 26 females, age: 26.1 ± 7.4 years, for further details see electronic supplementary material, table S1). Participation was voluntary, and the subjects were informed that their data would be stored anonymously and handled confidentially. They had no prior information about the specific goals of the study. Participants were tested one by one, in the presence of an experimenter (N.T. or T.F.).

2.2. Stimuli

For the playbacks, we used dog growl recordings from the pool of vocalization sequences collected for an earlier acoustical analysis and playback study [27]. Three contexts were represented in the playback: a dog guarding food from a conspecific (food guarding), when threatened by a stranger (threatening) and when playing tug-of-war with the owner (play). For the exact description of the sound recording process, see [27]. We used 10 s sections from the original recordings that contained at least three growls with low background noise for the playbacks. We had eight different growl samples in each context recorded from 18 different dogs (eight males, 10 females; age: 4.18 ± 2.26; of various breeds and mongrels; electronic supplementary material, table S2). From the 24 available growl samples, we generated 20 different playback sets, each consisting of six samples, two from each context. Each growl sample was used in five sets, and within one set the growls from the same context originated from different dogs. In the playback sets, we avoided using two consecutive growls from the same context (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Each playback set was used for two listeners only, thus each individual growl sample was evaluated by 10 participants. At the end of the playback sets, we repeated the first growl of that sequence in order to measure the reliability of the responses.

2.3. Acoustic measurements

Using a custom-made Praat script [36] we measured the length (CL), $f_0$ and formant dispersion (dF) of each individual growl within one recording, and also the time between offset and onset of each consecutive growl to get the IGI. Each parameter was averaged through each 10 s long sample and this average was used for characterizing the growl samples in the further analysis (electronic supplementary material, tables S2 and S4).

2.4. Questionnaires

Before the actual playbacks, the participants completed a questionnaire with basic background information on age, experience with dogs, and whether they have ever been bitten by a dog. During the playbacks, we used two scoring sheets, one for emotional scaling and one for context recognition. The participants completed the emotional scoring sheet first because we tried to avoid the impression that there are only three possible contexts (which could bias the scoring of the emotional content).

For the emotional scaling, the participants had to rate the growls by five inner states: aggression, fear, despair, happiness and playfulness. However, in contrast with the earlier studies, here we used a visual analogue scale (VAS) instead of a five-grade Likert scale. Participants had to place a mark on a 100 mm long horizontal line. The distance of the mark from the left end of the line in millimetres represented how much the participant felt that the given inner state was characteristic to the actual growl. This way the participants had the opportunity to choose from a wider scale, and this method also provides a finer discrimination of the growls, resulting in a continuous variable for our measurements [37]. The participants next had to choose one of the three possible contexts (Food guarding, Threatening, Play), using the context scoring sheet.
2.5. Procedure

The tests were performed in a quiet office room at the Department of Ethology, Budapest. During the playback session only the participant and one of the experimenters (who operated the playback) were present in the room. After a short explanation of the task, the participant sat at a desk with no visual access to the playback computer and was given the first sheet in which they had to scale the emotional content of the first playback set. After the experimenter explained the procedure and ensured that the participant understood the task, the growl samples were played from a PC using Adobe Audition 1.5, through a high-quality speaker system (Genius sw-5.1 Home Theatre). The playback was a sequence of growl samples with 30 s long pause each sample, thus the participants could easily scale the growl bouts one by one. After the end of the first set, we gave the participant the second sheet for categorizing the context of the growls in a second playback set. We played this second sequence in a similar way as the first one, but a different set was always used, with no overlapping growl samples between the two. If the participant requested it, we played particular growl samples once more.

2.6. Data analysis

Emotional scaling data were recorded in millimetres, growl by growl, for each inner state. We excluded from the main analysis the seventh, repeated growl playback, which was only used for the analysis of consistency. As we wanted to test the possible context-dependency of the ratings of inner states, we averaged the scores of each two growls from the same context rated by the same participant. Finally, we calculated the average scaling of each inner state given by the listeners, growl by growl, for the regression and correlation analysis.

In the case of contexts, participants’ responses were compared with the original recording context of the growls. The correct assignment of the context was recorded as a binomial variable (correct–incorrect). For the confusion matrix, the percentage of the three given answers for all three growl types was calculated.

2.7. Statistics

To analyse how the context of growls affected the emotional ratings, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs). As the averaged ratings were left skewed, we applied a Box–Cox transformation (power: 0.4). Besides the main factors (context and emotional scale), we included into the model the participants’ demographic variables (categorical: gender, ownership, bite history; continuous: age). We applied p-value-based backward elimination approach to simplify our model, thus initially we included all variables and their two-way interactions, then the interactions and factors with the highest p-value were removed step-by-step. The simplest, final model is reported in the results.

The acoustic parameters were compared between the three contexts also with GLMMs, adding the dog ID as a random factor. For the comparison of the number of individual growls, we used models with Poisson distribution, while in the other cases Gaussian distribution with log link was used, as the data were left skewed.

For testing how the acoustic parameters of the growls affect the emotional ratings, we used separate linear regression models with backward elimination for each scale. As growls recorded from different contexts show marked acoustic differences [27], this analysis was performed in all three contexts separately.

In the case of context classification, binomial tests were used to compare the participants’ performance to the random 33% correct classification. To test the effect of the demographic variables on the success rate, we applied mixed effects binary logistic regression model and backward elimination. In both models (emotion rating and context recognition), we used sequential Sidak post hoc tests for pairwise comparisons. In the results, the corrected p-values are reported.

Finally, the consistency of the emotional scaling and the context recognitions were analysed with Spearman correlation tests (see electronic supplementary material, results and figure S1).

All statistics were performed in SPSS 22, figures were generated in R with ggplot2 package.

3. Results

3.1. Assessment of emotions in the growls

The final GLMM on the emotional ratings (overall lr test: $F(14;585) = 29.862; p < 0.001$) showed a significant interaction between the context of the growls and the emotion scales (interaction effect:
F(8;585) = 40.366; p < 0.001) suggesting that the participants rated differently the emotional background of the growls from the different contexts (figure 1). None of the demographic variables, nor their interactions, had a significant effect on the emotional ratings, and thus were not included in the final model.

The post hoc tests revealed that the context had a significant effect on the assessment of emotions. All three contexts differed in scores of aggression: playful growls were rated the lowest, and the two agonistic contexts also differed with the food-guarding growls scoring the highest on the aggression scale. Regarding the other four emotional scales, the two agonistic growl types did not differ significantly, while the playful growls were rated significantly higher on playfulness and happiness and lower on despair and fearfulness (p-values in electronic supplementary material, table S5).

Food-guarding growls were scored highest on aggression, and lower on fear and despair. The happiness and playfulness scores were significantly lower than the three negative inner states, while the fearfulness and despair scales did not differ significantly, nor did the playfulness and happiness scales (for p-values of the post hoc test see electronic supplementary material, table S6). The growls evoked by a threatening human were also found to be aggressive although the fearfulness ratings did not differ from the aggression in this case. Despair and fearfulness ratings were both medium level, with fearfulness still higher than the playful or happiness scales. The latter two did not differ. Play growls showed the opposite pattern: they were scored equally high on the playful and happy scales, and were given low scores on the aggression, despair and fear scales.

3.2. Acoustic differences between the three contexts

In the playful context, there were more individual growls (Poisson GLMM: F(2,21) = 17.079; p < 0.001) than in food-guarding and threatening contexts. Furthermore, play growls were shorter (lognorm GLMM: F(2,21) = 8.331; p = 0.002) and separated by shorter intervals (lognorm GLMM: F(2,21) = 4.413; p = 0.025) than the two agonistic growls.

In the case of the fundamental frequency, we found no significant differences between the contexts (lognorm GLMM: F(2,21) = 1.035; p = 0.373). By contrast, context had a significant effect on formant dispersion (lognorm GLMM: F(2,21) = 67.475; p < 0.001), dF was the lowest in the play growls, the highest in the food-guarding context and threatening growls were in between (for results of post hoc tests see electronic supplementary material, table S5).

3.3. The effect of the acoustic parameters

The linear regression analysis showed that in the case of food-guarding growls, none of the emotional scales was affected by any of the measured acoustic parameters.
Call length had a significant negative effect on the happiness ratings of threatening and play growls: shorter growls were rated to be happier. In the case of threatening growls, call length had a similar effect on playfulness ratings, while it had an opposite effect on two negatively valenced scales: longer growls were rated to be more aggressive and fearful.

IGI had an effect only within play growls. The two positive scales were affected positively (although for playfulness we found only a non-significant trend): growl bouts with longer pauses were rated to be happier. By contrast, we found a negative non-significant trend effect on fearfulness ratings.

Fundamental frequency affected only the fearfulness ratings of threatening growls, showing that higher-pitched growls were considered to be more fearful.

Formant dispersion had a negative effect on fearfulness ratings in the case of threatening and play growls. Growls showing larger body size (i.e. having lower formant dispersion) were considered to be more fearful. In play growls, we found a similar non-significant trend on ratings of aggression, while a significant, but opposite effect on the two positively valenced scales. Growl bouts showing a smaller apparent body size (i.e. having higher formant dispersion) were rated to be more happy and playful (figure 2, for model details see electronic supplementary material, results and table S6).

3.4. Context recognition

Overall, participants classified correctly 63% of the growl samples, which is significantly higher than the 33% chance level (Binomial test: $p < 0.001$). Each of the growl types was also recognized above chance level. Human listeners classified 81% of the play growls correctly, but the food guarding (60%) and the threatening (50%) growls were more difficult to recognize correctly. These results show that participants distinguished play growls more easily, compared with the two agonistic ones and the confusion matrix showed that a relatively high amount of threatening growls were considered to be food guarding and vice versa (figure 3).

Contrary to the case of the emotional ratings, the final GLMM ($F(4,235) = 6.796; p < 0.001$) showed significant effects of demographic variables on the context recognition. Three main effects proved to be significant: the context ($F(2,235) = 8.977; p < 0.001$), the gender ($F(1,235) = 6.188; p = 0.014$) and the dog-ownership status of the participant ($F(1,235) = 7.765; p = 0.006$). The post hoc test showed that—as the confusion matrix suggested—the participants were significantly more successfully at recognizing the play context, while there was no difference between the two agonistic contexts. We found that women and dog owners performed better in the recognition task, while dog bite history of the participants had no effect.

4. Discussion

The inner-state scaling results reflected that our participants could attribute emotions to growls matching their assumed emotional background, and they were also able to identify the correct social contexts of the growls above chance. They rated the play growls high on the happiness and the playfulness scales. The fear and despair ratings were moderate in both agonistic contexts. Additionally, these agonistic contexts were rated high on aggression, but the food-guarding growls were judged to be the most aggressive. In the threatening growls, fear and aggression scores did not differ from each other. These latter findings are especially interesting in the light of our earlier studies where dogs reacted differently to food-guarding and threatening growls, although we could not detect significant differences between the acoustic parameters ($CL, f_0, dF, \text{harmonics-to-noise ratio}$) of the two agonistic contexts [27]. Based on our earlier and present results, we can conclude that both humans and dogs can perceive the difference between the two agonistic contexts based solely on acoustic information. This can be determined by the formant information, as we found in the present sample that threatening growls had significantly lower formant dispersion than food-guarding growls.

Our results also show that the listeners’ ratings were mainly affected by the length of the growls and the rhythm of the growl sequence. This finding is in accordance with the results of Taylor et al. [33] who showed that humans could categorize and attribute inner state to the resynthesized growl bouts in which the IGIs were similar to natural growl sequences. Nicastro & Owren [16] showed a similar tendency in context recognition of cat vocalizations. In the case of dog barks, rhythm based on inter-bark intervals was found as an important cue for humans to assess the dogs’ inner state [34]: longer pauses between individual barks resulted in lower scores of aggression. We found a similar but context-dependent pattern in our growl playbacks. Play growls were usually characterized by fast pulsing growl sequences with short intervals [33], and this was accompanied with short individual growls. As the call length is
Figure 2. The effect of acoustic parameters on the emotion ratings in threatening and play growls. Significant partial regressions are flagged with an asterisk, non-significant trends are flagged with a dot. Threatening stranger (TS) context indicated in red, play (PL) in blue.

generally short (around 0.2 s) and less variable among single barks, and their tonality and fundamental frequency can change in a wider range, it is possible that these latter parameters dominate in encoding the emotional load of barks, while growls are more variable in temporal patterns (but less variable in tonality and pitch) and this plays a more important role in emotion assessment. Temporal patterns can
also be a factor in the better success rate of context recognition in our study compared with Taylor et al.’s. An important difference to their study is that the growl sequences they were using contained growls of uniform length. However, natural growls differ in length; this may provide additional help for humans in deciphering the context. Our recent findings also support this, as in the case of playgrounds of various dog vocalizations, the sounds containing shorter calls (along with shorter inter-call intervals) were rated to be more positive [22]. It was found in several other species that besides call length, inter-call intervals can be important indicators of arousal level, because the pauses between utterances shorten with a rise in arousal (mongoose: [38], hyena: [39], baboon: [40], pig: [14]). Nevertheless, studies showing the link between these temporal acoustic variables and emotional valence are scarce thus far.

Within growl types we found slightly different patterns in the effect of acoustic parameters. In food-guarding growls we found no effect of the acoustic structure on the emotion assessment. This could be due to the fact that these highly aggressive, repellent growls (see [27]) are more homogeneous across callers, therein providing more reliable information about the inner state and physical attributes of the individual due to their role in agonistic communication, than the growls used in the other two contexts. In such a competitive and dangerous context, the honest and unambiguous communication of the inner state is favourable and more adaptive, especially considering that these growls are short-range calls, used mostly within visual contact, when any manipulation attempt would be in vain [41]. Alternatively, it is possible that the relatively low number of sound samples used caused low variance, hiding any relationship between the acoustics and the emotion ratings; however, as we could show consistent effects in the other contexts (with the same number of sound samples), this seems to be unlikely. Also the other two contexts possibly have a more uncertain emotional background (threatening: aggression mixed with fear; play: playful aggression) which can be reflected in the acoustic structure of these growls [42], and the listeners seem to be sensitive to this information. This possibility is supported by our recent finding that dogs tend to growl in an acoustically different way towards male and female threatening strangers [43], who may represent different levels of apparent danger to dogs. Present findings show that growl length and the IGI had a significant effect within threatening and play contexts: longer, faster pulsing growls are rated to be more aggressive or fearful in threatening growls and less positively valenced within both contexts. In the threatening stranger context, we found an effect of pitch on the fearfulness scale: listeners rated growls with higher fundamental frequencies to be more fearful. Similarly to this, our earlier findings showed that dogs tend to emit shorter growls when facing a male stranger (and supposedly more threatening) than female strangers [43]. We can assume that the rhythm and the frequency components act in interaction during emotion communication, while the length of the growls provide valence information and the pitch of the growls helps to position the growls on the aggression–fear scale (probably approach–withdrawal scale on the neurological level; see [44]). These findings are in

![Figure 3](rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org) Distribution of context choices of the participants. (FG: food guarding; TS: threatening stranger; PL: play.) The confusion of the two agonistic growls is clearly visible.
line with results on pig vocalizations that follow similar acoustic patterns (longer, higher-pitched, tonal calls associated with negative contexts) and humans also recognize the context of pig vocalizations based on these acoustic features [13]. Additionally, in goats, a higher level of arousal resulted in higher-pitched vocalizations [45], and our study with playback of various dog vocalizations led to similar results [22]. Thus, we can conclude that these data fit into Morton’s theory about the existence of general rules of vocal emotion communication [46].

In our study, emotional ratings were affected somewhat differently by the dogs’ size cues (formant dispersion) than that reported by Taylor et al. [32]. We found that in both the threatening stranger and playful growls, lower formant dispersion (larger apparent size) was associated with higher level of fear and lower level of playfulness, while the association between higher level of aggression and lower formants was found only in play growls, in contrast with Taylor et al.’s finding that threat growls showing a larger apparent size were rated to be more aggressive. This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that Taylor et al. utilized resynthesized individual growls for which the formants and fundamental frequency were manipulated in order to indicate larger or smaller individuals. This may have resulted in more clear size cues for the listener, while in our natural growls this information may have been overshadowed by other acoustic features such as the length or pitch variation of the growls. Also, as Taylor et al. did not provide a fear scale in their study, we cannot directly compare their results with ours in this case. We earlier found that the apparent body size in play growls is somewhat exaggerated and dogs assess the callers to be larger than their actual size based on this acoustic parameter [42]. We can assume that in such playful contexts the ‘enlarged’ body size in the growls shows enhanced aggression; however, other parameters like pitch and growl length, maintain the playfulness in the interaction. Thus our results indicate that humans perceive the emotional background accordingly.

We also found that humans successfully recognized the context of dog growls, although their performance was lower in the case of the agonistic growl types. Their error pattern clearly showed that most of the wrong choices were intermixes of the food-guarding and threatening stranger situations, which is not surprising as these two agonistic contexts are closer to each other based on their assumed emotional valence and also their acoustic features [27]. Female participants seem to have an advantage in the recognition of the context, in contrast with the lack of gender-effect on the emotion ratings. It is known that women have a higher emotional sensitivity [35,47,48], and probably this higher sensitivity can help to differentiate better the context of the growls, although it would still be worthy to investigate how the emotion assessment of non-human animal vocalizations and context recognition relate to each other.

Additionally we found that, in contrast with the case of dog barks [15], the individual dog-related experience had a positive effect on the performance of the participants. Dog owners recognized better the context of the growls compared with participants who did not own a dog, which is probably due to their extended experiences with dog growls. It is possible that the differentiation of less variable growls needs more cognitive effort than is required for barks, and due to this we can observe this effect only in the former case. Besides this, it is also possible that this is a consequence of the different probabilities of occurrence or accessibility between these two vocalization types. Barks are by far more common vocalizations, as well as being loud, long-distance calls, thus non-owners can even involuntarily obtain experience with them, whereas growls are more ‘intimate’ and less common, and can only be heard in short-range one-to-one interactions—which makes it harder to gain experience without close and repeated contact with dogs. Scheumann et al. [19] also found that prior experience with a given animal vocalization affects the recognition abilities of human listeners, moreover Tallet et al. [18] found the same in the case of pig vocalizations.

5. Conclusion

Our findings emphasize that although emotions may have common acoustic encoding, deciphering of the contextual information of another species’ vocal behaviour also involves learning. This phenomenon has already been seen in the case of assessing the emotions in species with different levels of familiarity to human listeners, but now we also found evidence for it in less common types of dog vocalizations. Our results may also indicate that dogs communicate honestly their size and inner state in serious contest situations, where confrontation would be costly, such as during guarding of their food from another dog. At the same time, in contexts with assumedly more uncertain inner states, such as in play or when threatened by a stranger, they may manipulate certain key parameters in their growls for an exaggerated aggressive and playful expression. According to our results, adult humans seem to understand and respond accordingly to this acoustic information during cross-species interactions with dogs.
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